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Coherent population transfer in coupled semiconductor quantum dots
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We propose a solid-state implementation of stimulated Raman adiabatic passage in two coupled
semiconductor quantum dots. Proper combination of two pulsed laser fields allows the coherent
carrier transfer between the two nanostructures without suffering significant losses due to
environment coupling. By use of a general solution scheme for the carrier states in the double-dot
structure, we identify the pertinent dot and laser parameters. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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Quantum coherence among charge states is know
have strong impact on the optical properties of confined s
tems. A striking example of such coherence is provided
trapped states,1 where two intense laser fields drive an effe
tive three-level system into a state which is completely sta
against absorption and emission from the radiation fie
This highly nonlinear coherent-population trapping is e
ploited in the process of stimulated Raman adiabatic pas
~STIRAP!2 to produce complete population transfer betwe
quantum states: Coherent control of optical excitations
atoms and molecules, as well as of chemical-reaction dyn
ics has been demonstrated in the last years.2,3

Successful implementations of such schemes in se
conductor nanostructures would have a strong impetus on
development of novel optoelectronic devices. However,
contrast to atomic systems carrier lifetimes in the solid s
are much shorter because of the continuous density-of-s
of charge excitations and stronger environment coupling.
though the possibility of trapped states and coherent pop
tion transfer in semiconductor quantum wells has been d
onstrated theoretically,4–6 its efficiency is expected to b
extremely poor as compared to atomic systems. It has, on
other hand, been noted that the situation could be much m
favorable in semiconductor quantum dots~QDs!, where the
strong quantum confinement leads to an atomic-like den
of states and to a strongly suppressed environment coupl5

However, in spite of the continuing progress in dot fabric
tion, all the available samples still suffer from the effects
inhomogeneity and dispersion in dot size, which lead to la
linewidths when optical experiments are performed on la
QD ensembles. A major advancement in the field has co
from different types of local optical experiments, that allow
the investigation of individual QDs thus avoiding inhomog
neous broadening,7 and simple coherent-carrier control
single dots has been demonstrated recently.8

In this letter, we propose a solid-state implementation
STIRAP in two coupled semiconductor QDs. Using a ge
eral solution scheme for the carrier states in the QD, wh
was recently proven successful in giving a realistic desc
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tion of experiment,9 we identify the pertinent dot and lase
parameters. This will allow us to argue that an implemen
tion of the proposed scheme should be possible with
present state-of-the-art sample growth and coherent-ca
control. In its simplest form, the STIRAP scheme involv
three states, where two long-lived low-energy statesu1& and
u3& are dipole coupled to a stateu2& of higher energy~which
can be short lived!; transitions between statesu1& and u3&, on
the other hand, are dipole forbidden. Then, by acting w
two appropriately tuned laser pulses on the system, with
STIRAP process all population is transferred between st
u1& and u3& without ever populating the ‘‘leaky’’ stateu2&.2

This is a remarkable property, as it allows an almost co
plete population transfer without suffering significant loss
due to environment coupling of the interconnecting level.

Figure 1 sketches the proposed implementation
STIRAP in two coupled semiconductor QDs: The two do
~with an assumed parabolic in-plane potential10 and a
double-quantum-well confinement alongz! are embedded in
the intrinsic region of a typicalp- i field-effect structure~the
dotted line in Fig. 1 indicates the Fermi energy of thep-type
region!.11 By applying an external gate voltage, the numb
of surplus holes in the dot structure can be precisely c
trolled; throughout this letter we assume that the double
is populated by an additional hole, where further charging
prohibited because of the Coulomb blockade. If the exter
electric field is strong enough, the hole wave functions
come localized in either of the two dots~uR& or uL&!, as can be
inferred from the shaded areas in Fig. 1. In contrast,
electron wave function extends over both dots~seeue& in Fig.
1! because of the smaller electron mass and the resu
increased interdot tunneling~electron and hole masses a
different for most GaAs-based dot materials,12,13 e.g., self-
assembled In0.5Ga0.5As dots!. Thus, the interconnecting stat
u2& of the STIRAP process is assigned to the charged-exc
state @approximately consisting of one electron in stateue&
and two holes in statesuR& and uL&#, whereas the long-lived
statesu1& and u3& are assigned to the two hole states.

A detailed theoretical analysis was performed for the
structure of Fig. 1, assuming a prototype dot confinem
which is parabolic in the in-plane directions10 and which has
a profile alongz according to Fig. 1; such confinement p
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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tentials have been demonstrated to be a good approxima
for self-assembled quantum dots formed by strained-la
epitaxy.12 In our calculations for the double dot, we sta
from the single-particle states derived by solving the sing
particle Schro¨dinger equation within the envelope-functio
and effective-mass approximations. For electrons and ho
respectively, we keep the 20 energetically lowest sing
particle states~i.e., two subbands in thez direction and 10
‘‘Fock–Darwin’’ states of the two-dimensional~2D!-
harmonic oscillator12! and compute the charged-excito
states uX1& through direct diagonalization of the Hami
tonian matrix.9,14 Within this scheme the truncation of th
Hilbert space is theonly approximation adopted, and a
Coulomb-induced effects are accounted for in a fir
principles manner. For simplicity, in the following we on
consider charged exciton states where the two holes h
parallel spin orientations; experimentally, this can
achieved by~i! aligning the spin of the surplus hole by
small external magnetic field, and~ii ! photogenerating
electron–hole pairs with appropriate spin orientation by
of circularly polarized light.

Suppose that initially the surplus hole is in stateuh& ~with
h5L,R!. The linear absorption spectrum12

ah~v!}(
X1

uMh,X1u2Dg~eh1v2eX1! ~1!

then provides information about the dipole–allowed tran
tions to charged exciton statesuX1&; here,Mh,X1 is the op-
tical dipole element for the transition between statesuh& and
uX1&, eh and eX1 are the energies of the hole and t
charged-exciton states, respectively, andDg(v)52g/(v2

1g2) is a broadened delta function, where the phenome
logical damping constantg accounts for interactions with th
dot environment (\51). Figure 2 shows the calculated lin
ear absorption spectra for the double dot of Fig. 1, with
surplus hole in the lowest-energy Fock–Darwin state~with

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the proposed double-dot structure.
dashed lines indicate the confinement potential in thez direction for electron
~top! and holes~bottom! including an external electric field of 1.5 mV/nm
~the well widths are 5 nm and the distance between the two dots is 2!
~Ref. 10!. The hole wave functionuR&(uL&) is localized in the right~left! dot
~shaded areas; for clarity the energy splitting between the two hole stat
increased here by a factor of 5!; because of the lighter electron mass, t
electron wave functionue& extends over both dots. The dotted line indicat
the Fermi energy of thep-doped region;vs(vp) indicates the frequency o
the Stokes~pump! laser.
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s-type symmetry! and:~a! in the right dot;~b! in the left dot.
One observes two peaks at photon energies of;130 meV
and a peak multiplet at higher photon energies. A clo
inspection of the charged-exciton states reveals that:~i! in
Fig. 2~a! @Fig. 2~b!# the peak atvp(vs) corresponds to a
transition from stateuR& ~uL&! to the charged-exciton state o
lowest energy;~ii ! the peaks at higher photon energies c
respond to the transitions to excited charged-exciton sta
We thus conclude that indeed the charged-exciton gro
state optically couples to both the right-dot and left-dot h
ground state. Furthermore, since all excited states are o
cally well separated from the two peaks atvs andvp , in the
following it suffices to consider as an effective three-lev
scheme the charged-exciton ground state only~henceforth
denoted withuX1&!, and for the hole state in the right an
left dot, respectively, the Fock–Darwin state of lowest e
ergy. In this respect two points are worth mentioning: Fir
our findings do not depend decisively on the chosen dot
rameters, but rather reflect the basic symmetries of the
confinement; second, because of the zero-dimensional na
of carrier states in QDs there arises no conceptual probl
in choosing the Coulomb-renormalized charged-exciton s
as the interconnecting state—in contrast to semiconduc
of higher dimensionality, where Coulomb renormalizatio
can spoil a clear-cut identification of an effective three-le
system.

We next turn to a discussion of the STIRAP proce
where the hole is transferred from stateuR& to stateuL& by
coupling to the intermediate charged-exciton stateuX1&.
Suppose that the system is subjected to two laser pu
where the frequency of the ‘‘Stokes’’~‘‘pump’’ ! pulse is
tuned to theL –X1(R–X1) resonance~seevs and vp in
Figs. 1 and 2!. To understand the essence of STIRAP, a
first preliminary step we assume that the Stokes pulseonly
affects theL –X1 transition, whereas the pump pulseonly
affects theR–X1 transition ~results of our complete time
simulations will be presented further below!. Within the in-

e

is

FIG. 2. Optical absorption spectrum for double-dot structure of Fig. 1
for hole in the:~a! right-dot stateuR&; ~b! left-dot stateuL&. Photon energy
zero is at the semiconductor band gap;vs(vp) indicates the photon energy
of the Stokes~pump! laser. We useeR525.62 meV,eL532.71 meV,eX1

5157.41 meV for the energies~measured with respect to the semiconduc
bandgap! andMR,X150.90 mo , ML,X150.79 mo for the optical elements,
with mo the dipole matrix element of the bulk material.
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teraction picture, the Hamiltonian of the effective three-le
system then reads~neglecting environment coupling!2

H52
Vp~ t !

2
uX1&^Ru2

Vs~ t !

2
uX1&^Lu1H.c., ~2!

with the Rabi frequenciesVs(t)5Es(t)ML,X1, Vp(t)
5Ep(t)MR,X1, and the time envelopesEs,p(t) of the Stokes
and pump pulse, respectively. For time-independent en
lopesEs,p the HamiltonianH of Eq. ~2! can be diagonalized

ua0&5cosuuR&2sinuuL&, v050,
~3!ua6&}uX1&6~sinuuR&1cosuuL&), v656Veff ,

with ua0&, ua6& the eigenvectors andv0 , v6 the eigenval-
ues,u the mixing angle defined by tanu5Vp /Vs, andVeff

51
2(Vs

21Vp
2)1/2. ua0& has the remarkable property of bein

decoupled from the laser fields, i.e., if the system is initia
prepared in this coherent-superposition state it remains t
at any time, since the contribution to the excited-state am
tude from both hole states interfere destructively.

The STIRAP process uses stateua0& as a vehicle in order
to transfer population between statesuR& and uL&. Sinceua0&
does not involve contributions from the ‘‘leaky’’ stateuX1&,
the population can be directly channeled between the
long-lived hole states~i.e., without suffering losses from
uX1&!. Coherent population transfer is achieved by using t
delayed laser pulses which overlap in time~see Fig. 3!: Ini-
tially, the system is prepared in stateuR&. When the first laser
pulse~‘‘Stokes’’! is smoothly turned on, the double-dot sy
tem is excited at frequencyvs . One readily observes from
Fig. 2~a! that this pulse cannot induce any optical transitio
What it does, however, is~i! to align the time-dependen
state vectoruC& t with ua0& t5uR& ~sinceu50 in the sector
VsÞ0, Vp50!, and~ii ! to split the degeneracy of the eige
valuesv0 ,v6 . Thus, if the second laser pulse~pump! is
smoothly turned on—such that throughoutVeff(t) remains
large enough to avoid~nonadiabatic! transitions between
ua0& t and ua6& t—all population is transferred between stat
uR& and uL& within an adiabatic process whereuC& t directly
follows the time-dependent trapped stateua0& t .

Figure 3 shows a time simulation of STIRAP accounti
for all possible dipole transitions. Indeed, for the realistic d
and laser parameters listed in the figure captions it is poss
to perform an almost complete population transfer betw
the two hole states, as can be inferred from the popula
transients in Fig. 3. We verified that moderate modificatio
of the dot and laser parameters do no lead to notice
changes in the results. Note that the small population of
leaky stateuX1& is due to the nonadiabatic transients of t
laser pulses and to the coupling to nonresonant transitio

In conclusion, we have proposed an implementation
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage~STIRAP! in a coupled-
quantum-dot structure, which is remote doped with a sin
surplus hole. The right- and left-dot hole states are optic
connected through the charged-exciton state, where the
orientations of electrons and holes are controlled by a sm
external magnetic field and by use of circularly polariz
light. Proper combination of the pulsed Stokes and pu
laser fields then allows a coherent population transfer
tween the two dot states without suffering significant los
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due to environment coupling of the charged exciton sta
Finally, we have discussed that the implementation of
proposed scheme is experimentally possible with the av
able tools of sample growth and coherent-carrier control.
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